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Abstract—In this paper we have proposed speculative Han-Carlson adder. The proposed adder Employs speculation: the exact
mathematic function is replaced with an approximated one that is faster and gives the correct result most of the time, but not for
all time. The approximated adder is augmented with an error detection network that asserts an error signal when speculation fails.
The speculative adder to reduce delay and power consumption compared to non-speculative adder and simulated using ModelSim
6.3f. Delay and power consumption of non-speculative and speculative Han-Carlson adder were analyzed using Xilinx ISE 8.1i.

Index Terms—Addition, mathematic, non-speculative adder, speculative adder, delay, power consumption.
1. INTRODUCTION

——————————  ——————————
the main limitations of the work is that wiring increases with
respect to number of bits thus increasing the chip area.

Adders are fundamental functional units in computer
mathematic. Binary adders are used in microprocessor for
addition and subtraction functions as well as for floating point
multiplication and division. Therefore adders are fundamental
mechanisms and improving their performance is one of the
most important challenges in digital designs.
High speed adders are based on parallel-prefix
architectures [1], [2], including Brent-Kung [3], Kogge-Stone
[4], Sklansky [5], Han-Carlson [6], Ladner-Fischer [7],
Knowles [8]. These standard architectures operate with fixed
latency. Better results can be attained by using Speculative
adders, that have been recently proposed in literature [9].
Proposed adder employs speculation: the exact mathematic
function is substituted with an approximated one that is faster
and gives the correct result large amount of the time, but not
for all time. The approximated adder is augmented by means
of an error detection network that asserts an error signal when
speculation fails. In this case, another clock cycle is required
to obtain the correct result with the help of a correction stage.

Fig. 1. 16-bit Kogge-Stone Adder

2.2 Brent-Kung Adder
Brent-Kung Adder (BKA) was developed by [3] R. P.
Brent and H. T. Kung which they published in 1982. BKA has
maximum logic depth and avoid explosion of wires. The work
is mainly focused on area minimization. The BKA performs
odd computation first and then even. Fig. 2. shows buffers
used to minimize the fan-out and loading on the gates, but the
buffers are generally misplaced. The basic blocks used in this
case are gray and black cells.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Kogge-Stone Adder
Kogge-Stone Adder (KSA) is a parallel-prefix form of
carry look ahead adder. Fig. 1. shows the 16-bit KSA was
developed by [4] P. M. Kogge and H. S. Stone which they
published in1973. KSA is a high-speed adder design as it
generate carry signal in O(log2 n) time and has the best
performance in industry. In KSA, carry is computed fast by
calculating it in parallel at the cost of increased area. One of

Fig. 2. 16-bit Brent-Kung Adder
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2.3 Ladner-Fischer Adder
Ladner- Fischer Adder (LFA) was developed by R. E.
Ladner and M. J. Fischer in 1980. In LFA prefix tree is a
structure that assembles between Brent-Kung and Sklansky
prefix tree. The LFA [7] has minimum logic depth but it has
large fan-out. Ladner- Fischer adder has carry operator nodes.
Fig. 3. shows the 16-bit LFA.

pre-processing, prefix-processing and post-processing. Fig. 5.
shows the 16-bit non-speculative HCA.
Pre-processing stage
In this stage A & B are inputs. The propagate and generate
signals are given by the equations (1) & (2).
Pi = Ai xor Bi
Gi = Ai . Bi

(1)
(2)

Prefix-processing stage
In this stage propagate and generate are computed by using
equations (3) & (4).
P(i:k) = P(i:j) . P(j-1:k)
G(i:k) = G(i:j) + (G(j-1:k) . P(i:j))

(3)
(4)

Post-processing stage
In this stage carry and sum are computed by using
equations (5) & (6).
Fig. 3. 16-bit Ladner-Fischer Adder

Ci = G[i:0] + P[i:0]C-1
Si = Pi xor Ci-1

2.4 Sklansky Adder
Sklansky Adder (SA) [5] was developed by J. Sklansky in
1960. SA‘s structure is the simplest along with the prefix
adders. In SA , binary trees of cells produce all the carry input
bits simultaneously. Fig. 4. shows the 16-bit SA.

(5)
(6)

The Han-Carlson trees are the family of networks between
Kogge-Stone and Brent-Kung. Han-Carlson adder can be
viewed as a sparse version of Kogge-Stone adder. This
scheme is different from Kogge-Stone scheme in the sense
that these performs carry-merge functions on even bits and
generate/propagate operation on odd bits. At the end, these
odd bits recombine with even bits carry signals to produce the
true carry bits.

Fig. 4. 16-bit Sklansky Adder

The Sklansky or divide-and conquer tree reduces the delay
to log2n stages by computing intermediate prefixes. This
comes at the expense of fan-outs that double at each level.
These high fan-out cause poor performance on wide adders
unless the high fan-out gates are suitably sized, or critical
signals are buffered before being used for intermediate
prefixes. Transistor sizing can cut into the regularity of the
design because various sizes of each cell are required although
the larger gates can spread into adjacent columns.

Fig. 5. 16-bit Non-Speculative Han-Carlson Adder

This adder has five stages in which the middle three stages
are resembles with the Kogge-Stone structure. The advantage
of this adder is that it uses much less cells and its shorter span
wires than the Kogge-Stone adder and thus there is reduction
in complexity at the cost of an additional stage for carrymerge path. The main drawback of this adder is that increased
power consumption.

2.5 Approximation Circuits
Approximate circuits was developed by S.-L. Lu in 2004.
This work is mainly focused in achieving reduction in delay.
Approximate adders [9] are used in the microprocessors that
developed shorter carry chains; hence the speed can be
increased. Handshaking-overhead caused during the
completion of execution at each stage is a major limitation.

4. PROPOSED WORK
This work 16-bit speculative Han-Carlson adder (HCA) is
proposed. Speculative prefix adders can be subdivided in five
stages: pre-processing, speculative prefix-processing, postprocessing, error detection and error correction. The error
correction stage is off the critical path, as it has two clock
cycles to obtain the exact sum when speculation fails.

3. EXISTING WORK
This work 16-bit non-speculative Han-Carlson adder
(HCA) [6] is presented. It can be subdivided in three stages:
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4.1 Pre-processing stage
The propagate and generate signals are computed as in
equations (1) & (2).
4.2 Speculative Prefix-processing stage
The last Kogge-Stone row of the n = 16 bit graph is
shortened, resulting in a speculative prefix-processing stage
with K = 8 is shown in Fig. 6. The length of the propagate
chains is K = 8 only for i = 9,11,13,15, while for i = 10,12,14
the propagate chain length is K+1 = 9. The computed
propagate and generate signals for the speculative HanCarlson architecture are:
(G, P)[i:0]
for i ≤ K
(G,P)[i:i-K+1] for i > K, i odd
(7)
(G, P)[i:i-K] for i > K, i even
Propagate and generate signals are computed as in
equations (3) & (4).

Fig. 7. 16-bit Speculative Han-Carlson Adder with error detection and
correction

Speculative HCA uses smaller number of prefix operations
by changing the number of stages amongst KSA and BKA.
The main advantage is that reduction in delay compared to
non-speculative HCA.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 6. Han-Carlson speculative prefix-processing stage

The simulation results for the comparison of 16-bit nonspeculative and speculative HCA were simulated using
ModelSim as shown in figure. Power analyzed using Xilinx
8.1i as shown in Table I.

4.3 Post-processing stage
If no error occur means post-processing is performed then
carry and sum are computed using equation (5) and (6).
Otherwise error detection and correction are needed.
4.4 Error detection stage
The conditions in which at least one of the approximate
carries is wrong are signaled by the error detection stage
which consists of AND and OR gates as shown in Fig. 7. If
error occurs OR gate indicates error signal as ‗1‘ otherwise
zero.
EHC=p[9:2]g[1:0]+p[11:4]g[3:2]+....+p[15:8]g[7:6]

(8)

4.5 Error correction stage
If error occurs then it will be corrected in error correction
stage which is composed of black cells. Finally sum and carry
are obtained at post-processing stage that is equivalent to the
non-speculative Han-Carlson adder.

Fig. 8. Simulation result of 16-bit non-speculative Han-Carlson Adder
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Fig. 9. Timing summary of 16-bit non-speculative Han-Carlson Adder

Fig. 12. Simulation result of 16-bit speculative Han-Carlson Adder with
error

Fig. 10. Power summary of 16-bit non-speculative Han-Carlson Adder
Fig. 13. Timing summary of 16-bit speculative Han-Carlson Adder

Fig. 11. Simulation result of 16-bit speculative Han-Carlson Adder
without error

Fig. 14. Power summary of 16-bit speculative Han-Carlson Adder
TABLE I.
COMPARISION OF NON-SPECULATIVE AND
SPECULATIVE HCA
Adder
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16-bit non-speculative
HCA

23.337

19.373

16-bit speculative HCA

488

264
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